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PROBABLY THE WORLD’S BEST WHITE PAPER
IN WHICH YOUR VOICE CAN BE HEARD BY ALL
FOR GOVERNMENT BY OUR FOLK FOR OUR FOLK
IN LOYALTY TO OUR FOREBEARS AND OFFSPRING
OUR SPECIE’S TO BE OR NOT TO BE IS OUR QUESTION
CAUCASIAN CHRONICLE ISSUE 65 OCTOBER 2005

WE ARE AGAINST INJURING NON COMBATANT PEOPLE
THE GLOBAL PARASITES AND FOLK FAMILY PRODUCERS ARE THE
BASIC RACES IN A FOREVER TOTAL WORLD WAR FOR PRIMACY
HELLO READER We are only responsible
for our articles etc. others herein are for theirs
responsible or like Jane’s are in honour of them
for being a Folk Patriot until their death. Whatever
pedantics think about my grammar I hope you
clearly grasp what I say about which you are free
to payfully use Your Voice in “Our Voice” to
write, if you stay in our Folk Family norms of
decency and is not insultive of anyone e.g.
intrusive on their private life which is not against
the criminal law or their social stated morals,
otherwise you get your money back from this
pioneering paper, which as an open Folk Forum
gives payers the means ( By we being viably
cheap with only entrants proved too poor to pay
being dependent on the editor ) to publicly say
their opinions on anything in this paper’s
Economics; Country; Culture; Health; Home;
Politics; Travel; Sport etc. sections About its
section place, entrants must trust the Editor’s
layout decision. The ethnic media e.g. Asian
Times; The (Caribbean) Gleaner; Jewish and
Muslim Chronicles; The Voice ( Headlined as
being “Britains Best Black Paper”) rightly
support their kind, faiths etc. but under the
Parasites’ and Folk Traitors’ vile propaganda
media made hostile social climate ( That has
cowed Our Folk to accept alien control of our
economy and so military, political, cultural
dictatorship of our country ) these papers, books
etc. are in libraries and sold in shops while true
Folk Loyal British ones are accused of racism
etc. for supporting, as do the alien media, their
folk and banned in Free Speech’s name, to choke
us to death against which “Our Voice” etc. will
fight to the death. Wily Alien Racists call us
racists to exalt their race and stop us from seeing
nature has bred many races with richly diverse
ethnics, cultures, giving Africans, Asians,
Caucasians, Orientals a natural pride in their
forebears and so defend their race, culture, land
etc. as nature’s raw law says: Any specie unfit to
live does into death flit. So as all healthy races
we defend ours but don’t brazenly assume we are
a superior God Chosen Race picked to rule the
world, as do the megalomaniac phoney semite,
pseudo jew, anti-goyite, paranoic Zionist bigots
thru their repulsively offensive Elitist Racism.
.
Read OUR VOICE on ab4ps.com/page6.htm
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The final WW II report on the Gruinard Island tests suggested “To be, or not to be:
anthrax could be used to render cities uninhabitable "for that is the question:
generations". I would not go walking on Gruinard. If anthrax Whether ‘tis nobler
is still active at Soutra, there is no reason to suppose it has not in the mind to suffer
survived on more recent sites. It is a very resilient and deadly The slings and arrbacterium Dr Brian Moffat Archaeologist
ows of outrageous

fortune, Or take up
UK planned to wipe out Germany with anthrax arms against a sea of
Allies World War Two shame By George Rosie in 2Sunday Herald. As the world
recoils at the horrific possibility of al-Qaeda terrorists waging anthrax war against United troubles, And by
States citizens, the Sunday Herald can reveal that Britain manufactured five million anthrax opposing end them?
Shakespeare
cattle cakes during the second world war and planned to drop them on Germany in 1944.
The aim of Operation Vegetarian was to wipe out the German beef and dairy herds and then
Price
of freedom
see the bacterium spread to the human population. With people then having no access to
antibiotics, this would have caused many thousands -- perhaps even millions -- of German is eternal vigilance. Thomas
men, women and children to suffer awful deaths. The anthrax cakes were tested on
Jefferson
Gruinard Island, off Wester Ross, Scotland, which was finally cleared of contamination in
1990. Operation VEGETARIAN was planned for the summer of 1944 but, in the event, it
“I
know
not what
was abandoned as the Allies' Normandy invasion progressed successfully. Details of the
wartime secret operation are contained in a series of War Office files (WO 188) at the course others may
Public Record Office in Kew. Some of the files are still classified . The man whose task take, but as for me,
was to carry out Operation Vegetarian was Dr Paul Fildes, director of the biology give me liberty or
department at Porton Down near Salisbury in Wiltshire. Fildes had previously been in give me death!" -charge of the Medical Research Council's bacterial chemistry unit at Middlesex Hospital. Patrick Henry
In early 1942, Fildes began searching Britain for suppliers and manufacturers of linseed-oil
cattle cake to make five million small cakes. Large quantities of the bacillus itself had to be During times of uniproduced, while special containers to carry the cattle cakes had to be designed and made. versal deceit, telling
Some RAF bombers had to be modified to deliver the anthrax-infected payload. And all of the truth becomes a
it had to be done as cheaply as possible. The raw material for the cake was provided by the revolutionary act." Olympia Oil and Cake Company in Blackburn. The contract to cut the cattle cake into small
George Orwell
pieces went to J & E Atkinson of Bond Street in London, perfumers and toilet-soap
manufacturers and suppliers to the royal family. The Atkinsons calculated that they could “Words of freedom
produce 180,000 to 250,000 cakes, each 2.5cm in diameter and 10 grammes in weight, in a only speak thru acts
44-hour week. The price was to be between 12 and 15 shillings per thousand. The firm to make them living
pledged to deliver 5,273,400 cakes by April 1943. By the middle of July 1942, the
Atkinsons informed Fildes that 'we are now producing at the rate of 40,000 per day'. The facts.” F.P.Walsh
anthrax was manufactured by the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries at its veterinary Liberty can only be
laboratory in Surrey. An Oxford .academic named Dr E Schuster was set to ( ghoulishly OV thru breaking laws
Ed.) work devising the pump to inject the bacilli into the cattle cakes. The Porton Down
scientists settled on cube-shaped cardboard containers, 18cm square, to carry the infected and forces that upfoodstuff. Each held 400 cakes. They would be fitted with a steel handle 'of a size which hold dictators FPW
enables the operator to grasp the handle without difficulty when wearing thick leather or “Folk Traitors and
moleskin gloves ...' Thirteen women were then recruited from various soap-making firms, aliens want us to
sworn to secrecy and given the job of injecting the cattle cakes with anthrax spores. At the
same time, Fildes and his team were working on the best way to deliver the diseased cattle hate ourselves for
feed to the German herds. The RAF's research unit came up with a simple solution -- easily hating they who hate
us for loving our
made wooden trays that fitted on to aircraft flare chutes. Their Bomber Command
Lancasters, Halifaxes and Stirlings were chosen for the job. By the beginning of 1944, Folk Loyal mates.”
Operation VEGETARIAN was ready to go. It was crucial to mount any attack in the
F.P.Walsh
summer months. Fildes said: 'The cattle must be caught in the open grazing fields when lush
spring grass is on the wane.' 'Trials have shown that these tablets ... are found and consumed“The Folk Loyalists’
by the cattle in a very short time. 'Cattle are concentrated in the northern half of Oldenburg duty is to free their
and northwest Hanover. Aircraft flying to and from Berlin will fly over 60 miles of grazing folk from any alien
land.' Fildes calculated that, at an average ground speed of 300mph, the distance would be yoke by all needed
covered in 18 minutes. 'If one box of tablets is dispersed every two minutes, then each means.” F.P.Walsh
aircraft will be required to carry and disperse nine, or say 10, boxes.' One Lancaster
bomber returning from a raid on Berlin would be able to scatter 4000 anthrax-infected cakes By Folk Traitors etc.
over a 60-mile swathe in less than 20 minutes. A dozen aircraft would have been enough to outlawing our right
litter most of the north German countryside with anthrax spores. Operation VEGETARIAN to hate them they are
was a seriously deadly project. But, by the time Fildes's operation was ready to go in the forbidding us the
summer of 1944, the Normandy invasion had taken place and Allied armies were crashing
through northern France and up through Italy. The war against Nazi Germany was instead right to love anyone
being won by conventional means. At the end of 1945, five million anthrax-infected cattle against them. For
without Love we
cakes were incinerated in one of Porton Down's furnaces.
cannot hate FPW
A. Hitler, tho having Sarin, a deadly nerve gas, then the deadliest weapon, including the atomic bomb,
in any armoury, was not so mad or inhumane as to use it, in his and country's death days,but toady Life is each species
Churchill’s Zionised American rulers in their victory days murdered thousands, by atom bombing strife to survive and
thrive FPW
Hiroshima and Nagasaki Such pious devils be our terrorists who condemn Saddam Hussein OV Ed.
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OUR RULERS HANG THEIR ALLEGED WAR CRIMINALS OF THEIR DEFEATED AND
OV Ed
WITH POMP AND CEREMONY IDOLISINGLY MONUMENT THEIR OWN

The Gazette

From: The Guardian Our last occupation Jonathan Glancey Saturday April 19, 2003 Gas, chemicals, bombs: Britain has
used them all before in Iraq No one, least of all the British, should be surprised at the state of anarchy in Iraq. We have been here
before. We know the territory, its long and miasmic history, the all-but-impossible diplomatic balance to be struck between the
cultures and ambitions of Arabs, Kurds, Shia and Sunni, of Assyrians, Turks, Americans, French, Russians and of our own desire to
keep an economic and strategic presence there. Laid waste, a chaotic post-invasion Iraq may now well be policed by old and new
imperial masters promising liberty, democracy and unwanted exiled leaders, in return for oil, trade and submission. Only the last of
these promises is certain. The peoples of Iraq, even those who have cheered passing troops, have every reason to mistrust foreign
invaders. They have been lied to far too often, bombed and slaughtered promiscuously Iraq is the product of a lying empire. The
British carved it duplicitously from ancient history, thwarted Arab hopes, Ottoman loss, the dunes of Mesopotamia and the mountains of Kurdistan at the end of the first world
war. Unsurprisingly, anarchy and insurrection were there from the start. The British responded with gas attacks by the army in the south, bombing by the fledgling RAF in both
north and south. When Iraqi tribes stood up for themselves, we unleashed the flying dogs of war to "police" them. Terror bombing, night bombing, heavy bombers, delayed action
bombs (particularly lethal against children) were all developed during raids on mud, stone and reed villages during Britain's League of Nations' mandate. The mandate ended in
1932; the semi-colonial monarchy in 1958. But during the period of direct British rule, Iraq proved a useful testing ground for newly forged weapons of both limited and mass
destruction, as well as new techniques for controlling imperial outposts and vassal states. The RAF was first ordered to Iraq to quell Arab and Kurdish and Arab uprisings, to
protect recently discovered oil reserves, to guard Jewish settlers in Palestine and to keep Turkey at bay. Some mission, yet it had already proved itself an effective imperial police
force in both Afghanistan and Somaliland (today's Somalia) in 1919-20. British and US forces have been back regularly to bomb these hubs of recalcitrance ever since.W.
Churchill, secretary of state for war and air, estimated that without the RAF, between 25,000 British and 80,000 Indian troops would be needed to control Iraq. Reliance on the
airforce promised to cut these numbers to just 4,000 and 10,000. Churchill's confidence was soon repaid.An uprising of more than 100,000 armed tribesmen against the British
occupation swept through Iraq in the summer of 1920. In went the RAF. It flew missions totalling 4,008 hours, dropped 97 tons of bombs and fired 183,861 rounds for the loss of
nine men killed, seven wounded and 11 aircraft destroyed behind rebel lines. The rebellion was thwarted, nearly 9,000 Iraqis killed. Even so, concern was expressed in Westminster: the operation had cost more than the British funded Arab rising against the Ottoman Empire in 1917-18. The RAF was vindicated as British military expenditure in Iraq fell
from £23m in 1921 to less than £4m five years later. This was despite the fact that the number of bombing raids increased after 1923 when Squadron Leader Arthur Harris - the
future hammer of Hamburg and Dresden, whose statue stands in Fleet Street in London today took command of 45 Squadron. Adding bomb-racks to Vickers Vernon troop
carriers, Harris more or less invented the heavy bomber as well as night "terror" raids. Harris did not use gas himself - though the RAF had employed mustard gas against Bolshevik
troops in 1919, while the army had gassed Iraqi rebels in 1920 "with excellent moral effect". Churchill was particularly keen on chemical weapons, suggesting they be used
"against recalcitrant Arabs as an experiment". He dismissed objections as "unreasonable". "I am strongly in favour of using poisoned gas against uncivilised tribes [to]
spread a lively terror " In today's terms, "the Arab" needed to be shocked and awed. A good gassing might well do the job. Conventional raids, however, proved to be an
effective deterrent. They brought Sheikh Mahmoud, the most persistent of Kurdish rebels, to heel, at little cost. Writing in 1921, Wing Commander J A Chamier suggested that
the best way to demoralise local people was to concentrate bombing on the "most inaccessible village of the most prominent tribe which it is desired to punish. All available aircraft
must be collected the attack with bombs and machine guns must be relentless and unremitting and carried on continuously by day and night, on houses, inhabitants, crops
and cattle." "The Arab and Kurd now know", reported Squadron Leader Harris after several such raids, "what real bombing means within 45 minutes a full-sized village
can be practically wiped out, and a third of its inhabitants killed or injured, by four or five machines which offer them no real target, no opportunity for glory as warriors, no
effective means of escape." In his memoir of the crushing of the 1920 Iraqi uprising, Lieutenant-General Sir Aylmer L Haldane, quotes his own orders for the punishment of any
Iraqi having weapons "with the utmost severity": "The village where he resides will be destroyed, pressure will be brought on the inhabitants by cutting off water power the
area being cleared of the necessaries of life". He added the warning: "Burning a village properly takes a long time, an hour or more according to size". Punitive British
bombing continued through the 1920s. An eyewitness, Saleh 'Umar al Jabrim, describes a raid in February 1923 on a village in southern Iraq, where bedouin were celebrating 12
weddings. After a visit from the RAF, a woman, two boys, a girl and four camels were left dead. There were many wounded. To please his British interrogators?, Saleh declared:
"These casualties are from God and no one is to be blamed." One RAF officer, Air Commodore Lionel Charlton, resigned in 1924 when he visited a hospital after such a raid
and faced armless and legless civilian victims. ( Admirable humane guts. OV Ed.) Others cared less for those under their control. "Woe betide any native [working for the RAF]
who was caught in the act of thieving any article of clothing that may be hanging out to dry", wrote Aircraftsman 2nd class, H Howe, RAF Hunaidi, Baghdad. "It was the practice
to take the offending native into the squadron gymnasium. Here he would be placed in the boxing ring, used as a punch bag by members of the boxing team, and after he
had received severe punishment, and was in a very sorry condition, he would be expelled for good, minus his job." At the time of the Arab revolt in Palestine in the late 1930s,
Air Commodore Harris, as he then was, declared that "the only thing the Arab understands is the heavy hand, and sooner or later it will have to be applied". As in 1921, so
in 2003. ( Churchill also said: I do not understand this sqeamishness about using gas. I am strongly in favour of using poison gas against uncivilised tribes, the use of gas, as a
scientific expedient, should not be prevented by the prejudices of those who do not think clearly. How long shall Our Folk be conned to let ghoulish rulers self righteously
condemn, e.g. Saddam Hussein, and commit such heinous War Crimes in our name, making their victims retaliatively hate us. OV Ed.
WANTED Folk Loyal men and women to be £12 ( OAP etc. £6) a
year PATRIOTIC PEOPLE’S POWER PARTY MEMBERS OR VOLUNTEERS
whose main reward will be to win our forebears’ wrought and
fought for homeland back from parasites and Folk Traitors and
their mass imported alien leechers and cheap labour whose hid
policy is to exalt their cultures and selves by burying Our Folk and
culture that unitedly we must firmly reverse e,g, by using their
twisted legal rope to choke us to hang them before they bury us
Membership’s basic rules are total loyalty to our party members
democratic majority decided ( Or in a crisis by our elected reps )
ground policies of a tough dedication to one’s own and folk’s
welfare and freedom that thru our practical alternative producer
politic to the present parasite one fires a fighting spirit trained and
ready to rid our streets and halls etc. of anti democratic alien loyal
fanatic mobs and oust Folk Traitors etc. with their welcomed in
cheap labour and shyster armies in a fight to the death for the
Human Right of Our Folk to Survive and Thrive by making our
taxes paid politicians, police etc. do their Folk Loyal duty of
resolutely defending Our Folk’s Rights to peacefully demonstrate
and speak our minds thru our media, in our shops and taxed for
libraries etc. without fear of being hounded from our homes, jobs
and arrested, beaten, jailed, acci-murdered under an undemocratic
decided excuse e.g. “ Being liable to cause a breach of the peace”
to suppress Our Folk in our forebears’ wrought and fought for
country in submission to i.e. the wily Occupied Palestine loyal
Khazar Capitalist and Communist Comrade Commissar Pseudo
Jew loan sharks’ made orders that we must fight and die for their
vampiric usury dictated politic in democracy’s name while denying
our right to query the truth of their lies and support of alien rule
favouring mobs etc. that cause Our Folk’s need to rise to enforce
life’s Natural Human Right Law to stay alive and live in liberty
by using all the needed force to proudly be and keep being A Free
Folk by never letting Folk Traitors to again us yoke with leechers
by whom we are bled till dead as their cowed slavish goy mokes

In Jane’s June 1979 “CHOICE” RACE MADNESS Prior to the last General Election a Questionnaire was submitted to the Parliamentary Candidates by Opinion Research Centre. The first question
asked candidates to say how important they considered each of 14 political issues listed, to be to the
voters in their area, of which No 10 was "Improving Race Relations". Except for Question 2, all the
remaining 7 concerned immigration, only West Indians and Asians being specifically mentioned,
showing plainly the obsessive preoccupation with coloured immigrants and worsening race relations.
The following are the 7 Questions: Q.3. Thinking now of certain issues at a national level, there are
a number of things which some politicians have been saying which might affect West Indians, Asians
or other ethnic minority groups in this country. Do you support or oppose the following issues? i) To
make all West Indians, Asians and other minority groups living in this country return to their native
country. ü) To draw up a register of West Indians, Asians and other minority groups, who are eligible
to come to this country. üi) To ensure that West Indians, Asians and other minority groups in this
country are treated the same as white people. iv) To encourage West Indians, Asians and other
minority groups including the children born in this country to return to their native country. v) To
encourage West Indians, Asians and other minority groups to actively participate in the activities of
the community as a whole. Q.4. Are there any other national issues concerned with community or
race relations, which you as a candidate consider to be particularly important? Q.5 Do you think West
Indians, Asians and members of other ethnic minority groups should be encouraged to take a more
active role in British politics? IF YOUR ANSWER IS `YES', PLEASE GIVE YOUR REAS
ONS
BELOW. In which ways should they be encouraged? IF YOUR ANSWER IS ”NO” PLEASE
GIVE YOUR REASONS BELOW. Why not? Q 6. Which of these methods of increasing the
involvement of West Indians, Asians and other minority groups in politics would you favour? Getting
more involved in the present political setup. Having their own party Neither of these Q.7. Do you
think feeling between coloured white people is getting better getting worse or remaining the same? a)
your constituency, b) the country as a whole, Getting better Remaining the same Getting worse Don't
know Q.W8 What is your opinion of the present Race Relations policies in this country? Q.9. What
ways, if any, do you think the present Race Relations policy can be improved? From the outset ,in
1948, when the then Prime Minister Attlee shrugged off the totally unexpected, imminent arrival of
the first boatload of West Indians to the present wave of Boat People, the politicians have completely
ignored the indigenous population and their idea of compassion is as crooked as their one-sided view
of race relations.Do they really believe that taking opinion poll s in 1979 will avert the disaster that
threatens Britain? Following is a City of Westminster Councillor's idea of humanity and wisdom:
Thank you, for sending me a copy of your periodical "Choice". I must tell you that this reflects my
personal views for I firmly believe the concept of a free and democratic multi-racial society not just for
Britain and Europe, but for world. This will be extremely hard to achieve and countries like Great
Britain can provide a tremendous example of humanity and wisdom. Having said that, I am of course
sympathetic to views of many individuals who feel they are in the words of Mrs. Thatcher,
"swamped" by the waves of immigrants to this country. Nevertheless with so many other social
experiments from the industrial Revolution onwards, the goal of a multi-racial society is a fine one to
aim for. ( Here one of our aloof ruling asses (Supposed to be our servants) snidely tells us in
democracy’s name to keep our gobs shut, for Our Folk’s will is not their policy, as we are but guinea
pigs for their social experiments. How long wiill Brits be such twits as to accept being dictatorially
treated as guinea pigs, in democracys name, by our self salarying etc. so called servants? OV Ed.)

GLADIATORS Friends! As Nationalists unity must be the common denominator Against those trying to divide our Folk Family to be our
conquerors Tho we may differ in some ways of how to conduct the war To win for Selves and Folk freedom from predators For we must like all
true Brit Folk Loyalist to the core Yearn to drop Folk Traitors through a gallow's door While kicking the usury etc. parasites from our shores And
sending home their mass imported cheap labour With phony asylum seekers ‘legalised’ by alien loyal judicators Who are importing Troy Horse
divisions of Our Folk’s exterminators After wilfully rearing them to be our cocky supervisors Promoting them to be e.g. our teachers, police and
doctors So Our Folk no longer have the skills to be our own administrators And as beggars be dependent on the ‘charity’ of our predators Blessed
by a fay priesthood of arsehole lusters’ vindicators Who do our Race Religious Folk Loyalist Faith deplore And from the Dark Ages kept alien ones
adore Such be the results of our leechers’ “love your foes” legislators Who should be buried as vile Folk Traitors Used by the self God Chosen Race
to be our exterminators By having us bred into a colony of multi mixed race lascars Thought wrought by their media to all Folk Loyalty censor And
as suckers for their holocaust lies shed tears galore In fear of losing job, home, life for any political error Threatening Zion’s economic enforced
global reign of Terror Making every country a colony under Zionist inquisitors Able via their lobbies economic power to force the UN to them
favour Especially its Security Council which functions as Zion’s jailors To keep the world’s folk bled till dead under Zion’s usur- ious dictators So
to cure this present deadly social sore We must have an all Folk Loyal party forum of unifying co-ordinators Unitedly deciding and enacting our
prime policies against predators To into Our Folk’s Hands Our Lands’ economy restore So we can rebuild Our Folkland for evermore On a Folk
Family united solid ground floor Of natural love bred kin faithful to Our Folk's lores That do the pornoers and sour sods from our land pour Thru
Arts, Crafts, Sports that do to Our Folk joy restore Filling Our Homeland with laughter and humour That naturally breeds virile Folk Loyal warriors
With the wits and guts of storm tested navigators Backed by their Lovers, Fathers, Mothers, Soldiers, Airmen and Sailors Who will cheerfully fight
to death’s door Against their Folk and Land being under Folk Traitors Who have betrayed their forebears to let aliens take o’er As cocky “You
sucker softies keep your gobs shut” conquerors Rearing slavish, sleazy, toady turncoat collaborators Making Our Folk the aliens’ fays, pimps and
whores To be bled till dead as the max cheapest labour By a vampirical self God Chosen tribe of leechors Khazar Capitalist and Communist
Comrade Commissar Conspirators Who believe they are a god’s Chosen Race of judicators Divined to rule the world from their Occupied Palestine
as dictators In democracy’s name ordering we must only win Our Folk’s will as electors Thru an electoral system rigged to keep in power our
leechors While they have us cattleised by artificial inseminators Then cross bred with monkeys by Frankensteinal laborators Under a Zionist
dominated academica of social enginiors Who look down upon Our Folk as if we be their racial inferiors They treat as class caste caged guinea pigs
whom they can doctor Thru having us propaganda stuffed by treacherous Radio, TV and Religious etc. indoctrinators Scornfully offending us thru
they being the media’s captors By rubbing their shit into our faces via repulsive alien commentators Parroting Zionist bull to make us accept the
undermining aims of our subvertors To e.g. let alien teachers indoctrinate our children to revere Their Folk’s extermin- ators As done to our once
joyful Folk competitive sports now toadily cheering alien participators Under the leechy control of profiteering Zionist operators For as cinemas,
theatres etc. our sports and schools are now led by Zionist directors An elitist tribe of self God Chosen racist predators Using contrary eugenics to
those meant to be humanity’s saviour By averting inheritable ills that could cause humanity to be its own exterminator Instead of being bred into
mental, physical and Folk Loyalty enfeebled prey for the predators Who fool their prey by preaching it is poor rich they who suffer under oppressors
Saying: “It’s impossible for we very few ( As e.g. Capitalist tyrants be ) to conduct a reign of terror” Which Our Folk must reverse by having the
wits and guts to live and bury our leechors Who have the gall to call Folk Loyalists bigoted racist hectors While they segregate themselves as self
God Chosen Race conspirators In civilisations name starting barbaric terrorist wars Murdering thousands of innocent folk they piously call the
aggressors While rearing our children on por and sadistic gore To become an hysteriad mass who monkey babble encores For more wala-wala-hoohoos howled to jungle scores Twanged on stage by a few drug propped pop creators Thrashing about like mindless bulls in a china store Boasting
their lust’s power by spanking guitars with furor Or yelling mournful whines led by a wailing cantor Plus make us admire their ‘art’ not worth a
fart's odour Instead of winning what Our Forebears fought for The absolute freedom of Our Folk within our wrought shores And a Folk run
economy via elected Folk Loyal administrators To support a military keeping Our Folk’s liberty as its work major Against being leeched by Folk
Traitors and alien dictators So we can own and enjoy the fruits of our labour And talk, dance, sing or just be spectators Enjoying the arts of e.g.
painters and troubadours That reflect Our Folk’s soul created mores. Which we can only win by being action fired gladiators Not suckers assured we
can surely win as electors By which hoped time we will be killed off by the alien predators For like the red squirrels who have by the greys been
taken o’er Our Folk are on the brink of extinction which is for evermore And as predators naturally devour with scorn concil- iators We must more
witheringly outwit and destroy the invading predators Caring no more for their human rights than they do for our lores Which daily they increasingly
more haughtily abhor As conquerors taking us and our land o‘er more and more Earning their scorn for being such cowed kowtow retreators And
for cross breeding with the invaders as Race Traitors Considered to be pariah ‘good doers’ who do their kinfolk dishonour Derided as Lenin’s
“Useful idiots” lured to help be their Folk’s liquidators Unworthy of our forebear’s valour earned name of Folk Loyal warriors So we must not let
Zionists fool us into being Our Folk’s deviators By stifly being “We can win the next election” propagators As if in a tete-a-tete tea party of
agreeable neighbours Seemingly unaware we are in a bloody world wide war In which the Zionist divide and conquer nations like pitiless
conquistadors Booting and shooting any who resist the looting by the conquerors As they have done in e.g. Germany that they still occupy as
predators Using their Zionist brained US headed NATO armies to enforce their reign of terror To democidely exterminate the Germans thru the mass
import of alien labour While reparationly bleeding them slyly to death’s door For a said holocaust without the right to question their allegors Who
have via their usurious finance perforce become imperialist propagators Making them the earlier holocaustic world wars’ profited instigators And
as seen in the Balkans, Afghanistan and Iraq thru their skulky preventive wars In which how many innocent folk their ‘brave’ bombers can rapidly
murder is the score They now aim to mop up any Folk still against the Zionist reign of terror Deadlier for the world’s Folk Families than any threat
of it before As it is a many little wars’ war to decide if Our Folk will live or not anymore So whoever still thinks Folk unwilled laws they should
honour Despite them being made by alien loyal legislators Should remember nature’s basic law to any wanting to live as free survivors “Liberty
can only be won by breaking laws and forces that uphold dictators ” Thru having the wits and guts to fight by all means to death’s door To preserve
Our Folk by destroying any aiming to be our exterminators As now, Our Folks “To be or not to be” begs an answer from our souls’ advisors Of
whether we be buried into history as cowed collaborators “Or take up arms against a sea of troubles” and bury Folk Traitors “And by opposing them
end them?” with our Zionist dictators To stop Our Folk being exterminated by the sly genetic democidors And so be our alien yoked and choked
Folk’s liberators By having the wits and guts of Folk Loyal Gladiators CM 21.10.2005 FPW
By the way; all the present natural inbred species of life have reproduced over millions of years without losing their identity and virility,
therefore it’s a lie, spread by parasite propagandists, who say inbreeding causes the weakening and death of a species, for it’s caused by stronger
predators or inbreeding of e.g., un-naturally kept alive, weak domesticated animals; people and other species on isolated islands, who spread their
mutated (Often cross bred made. ) debilitating or genocidal genes thru the species, as do tyrants’ pacified humans, who have been cowed to tamely
serve parasites and so breed and foster fellow flunkies, to serve e.g. the Pseudo-Jew Khazars, the slyest of predators, who lure their victims to believe
their devourers are their saviours. i.e.. The Pseudos were the main shippers to America of African slaves { Whose chiefs selling of them into slavery
pales against the titanic scale of the present Folk Traitors` treachery, that betrays whole Folk Families into colonised slavery under the multi
mixed race enforcing, democidal Pseudo Jewry.} whom they now pretend to be freedom fighters for, as the Zionist bosses usury bleed the African
peoples to death, having been lured as economically enslaved peanut paid cheap labour to mine etc. their African homeland's great wealth for their
vampiric, alien, robber rulers to own, by terrorising the natives with their bought, many sadistic bullies, militias` guns. OV Ed.

FOLK FORUM for letters and articles fostering United Folk Patriotism’s Strength for UNITED WE WILL LIVE AND DIVIDED WE WILL DIE and it’s urgent to help stop
Our Folk being in a few years dodoed into oblivion by alien loyal democidic ethnic extincters driving us to commit Folk Suicide by multi mixed race genetic genocide to be cheap
labour and
cannon4fodder in our country now a colony in the paranoid megalomaniac Self Sanctified “God Chosen Race” Pseudo Jew Indo-Turk KhazarThe
Capitalist
and Communist
Page
Gazette
Comrade Commissars’ World Webbed Imperium of Usury helped by their bought and viler flunky Folk Traitors who our forebears would have rightly shot and cast out their invited
invaders for Folk Traitors are life’s worst scum, foulest of foes and most heinous of racists for they gladly betray their kin and Folk Family to be sapped then bloodily annihilated in
favour of a ruthless alien race of parasite dictators who live by bleeding till dead the producers for the fruits of their work thru ruling over their mass medias’ penned sheepish flock of
toady collaborators whose cowardly way of trying to please our insatiable leechers is causing Our Folk’s oblivion that we can only end by being a Folk Faithful unity of devoted activists
with the wits and guts to when able with all non self destructive means take control of our economy to get the military, political, cultural power without waiting for a messianic leader
to win the majority of our kinfolk’s hailing of Our Loyal Folk’s Victory to survive and thrive forever freed from this class caste flunkey ranked slavery for we prefer to fight to make the
parasites commit their own suicidal Final Solution by we economically etc. helping fellow producers to win the inevitable Decisive Conflicts to live and die worthily freed from slavery
in a Grimm’s mass media mind muddled and Pied Piper led into Carrolls’ Wonderland believing our leechers lies as in Andersen’s “The Emperors New Clothes” while existing on an
Orwellian “Animal Farm” as unequally equal guinea pigs in a scientific social psychology run lab, propagandised to think we live in a democracy anthening “God Save Royalty”
having been Big Boss carrot and stick driven to exist on booze, porn and balls to be cattleised, lovelessly lab bred, cloned, biocomputerised peanut paid en-gene-ered robotic slaves
vacuously serving a leechy tribe of elitist parasites as their conned toady idiots used to gain their world power aims as a self haloed God Chosen Race and Churchill’s (“Popular
Science” June1925)? writ wish that maybe made Huxley novel it in his “Brave New World” which is evolving rapidly
OUR CAUSE Like other parties in history we the Patriotic People’s Power Party ( PPPP) were born to fight for Our Folk’s desire to survive and thrive by destroying the evil
threatening to exterminate us against which we shall use our media etc. to foster as our name betokens Folk Loyal Nationalism i.e. Folk Family Unity or Folk Fascism which name the
puppets of Zionism ( Parasitism, Racism and Imperialism’s peak) can call we giving us no shame for it is one of the few names that embodies an anti parasite politic that the
leechers express fear of as most others e.g. Conservative, SWP, Labour, Communist are just our leechers’ loving carrot and stick parties whom as their money masters’ voices howl
against Fascism in their phony democracy’s name ironically snorting against our urged Populism i.e. Sober Majority Folk Willed Rule ( The only real democracy) that they attack thru
their medias’ daily lies against us now backfiring on them to give us good free publicity that is winning over their disaffected who less vote for the cosmopolite parasites’ puppets and
are rightly turning to us saying As you Fascists are our parasites’ most feared foes then you must be we producers best friends who say we must bury our leechers to the reign over
our made wealth gain. This Folk Positive Propagation trend is making our Folk Traitor rulers tear out their hair in despair for in their haste to bury Our Folk Identity that unifies us in
our fight against being suicidally genetic genocidally etc. bred into multi mixed race cheap labour they make draconic laws against us and abusively call our Folk Patriotic Civil
Servants, Military, Police “Institutionalised Racists” for as Europeans having, like all true Orientals, Africans, Asians etc. healthy natural species of life an instinctive self preservation
Natural Patriotism to serve and preserve their Caucasian kith and kin for which cause the PPPP exist aware that we will be ruthlessly opposed by our treacherous foes who like we
must fight ( As nature only accepts those having the strength to exist) to decide whom will rule in our land the Parasites as Our Folk’s exterminators or we Producers as Our Folk’s
propagators So Parasites, Folk Traitors, Toady Collaborators heed this warning: The Souls of Folk Patriots you hunt, torture and murder expect their kinfolk to avenge them as they
would them in this holiest of wars you started for Our Folk to be or not to be LIVING AS A FREE FOLK ETERNALLY
OUR AIMS The survival of our lands’ genetic, history, cultural, geo united Folk needs the undivisive strength of an ethnic (W)elsh(I)rish((S)cots(E)nglish run and owned
Republican Confederal Britain with a united outer military, economic, political, cultural defence based on the max inner unity of Competitive Producers’ anti usury/pollution run
cooptivist industries; Humane social welfare; Co-ordinated laws for Our Folk’s best ( Or we can be divided and conquered ) to reduce crime etc. For which the Irish need to unite
before cosy chaired ‘Good Doers’ and FolkTraitors ( Who even con their kin by claiming to be Folk loyal Socialists whom they stab in the back by greeting more Capitalist leechy
aliens in. ) make the Irish bury themselves - As duped Brits in other parts of Britain are doing - unless the leechers are rooted or as needed booted out by our retrieving the wealth
they robbed from Our Folk to pay their transport home. “ Nazis steal our hard earned wealth” We hear the sly leeches wail. That the pitiless robbers gloatingly bleeed out of their
bled till dead pauperised producers. Ref: The EU etc. We are for a world money but not one worthed by leechy Soro speculators who bleed countries into being their colonies and,
as if sheep, fleece the producers of their work’s worthed money, so we urge Our Folk to KEEP and DO AS THEY LIKE with THEIR WORK’S MADE MONEY
OUR VOICE As a media of the PPPP = PATRIOTIC PEOPLES POWER PARTY so you can help us be viable TO VOICE OUR FOLK’S WILL we ask Folk Loyal
organisations and persons to buy their legally responsible say and so add YOUR VOICES to make “OUR VOICE” heard on most anything ( With a truly named etc. SAE to be kept
secret and only published as you say and per word and number pay for ) in notice, articles, letters etc. that will stay the author’s copyright outside their use by “OUR VOICE” and
its affiliated. Verified Paid ads got after 1 week before our publication will most likely have to wait for the next publication. Ads discounts = 15% between 5 to 25; 25% to 50; 35%
for any over 50 issues of “OUR VOICE” whose public sale price + add any post cost is 25p; a 12 issue subscription £5; Bulk buying discounts = as the above Ads. Half of early
returned issues will be refunded Overseas Buyers and Advertisers need only add the air or sea postage costs to the above stated prices and pay us in British money by Travellers’
Cheque < This c. sized 187 words at our VAT incl. price of 25p per word/number ( c.75% less than other papers ) would cost £46 + £2.pw for a BOX NR. to be paid only by cheque
or PO ( Cartoons, pictures, styled adverts etc. will be at consulted prices) At postage cost all pw mail can be posted to the advertiser
Any articles sent ( We may publish anonymous ones the senders hereby knowing they will lose their payments if we do not publish them ) will only be published by “OUR
VOICE” or its affiliates if their editors think them within their mores and acceptable to their FOLK LOYAL readers who as we accept that life is the strife to survive and thrive even
among the human race made of history’s evolved life enriching many varied cultures, tongues, races, ethnics that to feed etc. their growing folk numbers are territorially etc. expansive
so we must each be co-operatively protective of own survival and maybe our evolved continuity in a confederal world order thru a peaceful merger of economies, tongues, cultures etc.
for which reasons we will resist any favouring of life’s most ruthless predators i.e. Parasites and Folk Traitors who for self profit spread their folk debase and erase perversities
resulting in the deadly AIDS whose sodomic carriers are kept alive to more spread love’s death and fairily dance on the streets demanding ( From our parasite yoked folk who dare
not against them talk ) more Human Rights to murder Humanity plus we have MAD COW DISEASE ETC. ( Factualising the old saying: “WHOMEVER THE GODS’ WISH TO DESTROY THEY
FIRST MAKE MAD” ) and the agitating of the world’s races etc. against each other to divide and conquer us and make us peanut paid multi mixed race cheap labour and cannon fodder
slaves serving a leechy anti social welfare usury bred and fed self sanctified “GOD CHOSEN RACE” of PSEUDO JEW KHAZARS whose DEMOCIDIC PROPAGANDA AND DRACONIC ANTI FOLK
POWER LAWS ETC. PLUS IN WORK AND IN WORK AND WARS BEING BLED UNTIL DEAD FOR THEM have weakened many of Our Folk’s wills to survive and thrive and so they must be revived
out of their suicidal sickness by eliminating our mind poisoners as ruthlessly as they do any sucker folk that swallow e.g. THE PITILESS PSEUDO JEW KHAZAR CAPITALIST AND COMMUNIST
COMRADE COMMISSARS’ WAILING WALL ANTI-RACISM BULL of contradictively ( For they have over many generations bled billions of us until dead as usury bred and fed leechy rulers
that they fervently deny despite it being an obvious truth seen in their owning most of the world’s top businesses, art works etc. which were leeched from their suckered folk on
earth - not got from a god in heaven ) being a persecuted “ God Chosen Race” that clearly makes their god a racist bigot So any betrayal of our military etc. dead and other
undermining of our folk e.g.. by favourably publishing our leechers’ import of cheap labour ( As only in need will we let aliens be our advisers never Our Folk’s supervisors or
sports’ etc. reps. for if we can’t fight to win life’s battles then we should be museum stuffed as a dodo folk ) will be tabu and if done will end the editors job as decided by “OUR
VOICE” etc. Elected Guardians for going against their party etc. founders’ wishes to preserve Our Folk by winning back control of our economy and so military, political, cultural
power to revive Our Folk’s natural lust to strife to survive and thrive that is secured by being soul bonded in Our Folk Patriotic Politic that is religiously spirited in Our Folk Church
Schools AS OUR INSULATION AGAINST ISOLATION AND EXTERMINATION
This is a FREE OPINION PAPER whose writers and editors are only legally responsible for their given views so if the above is to‘good doers’ etc. a too raw sketch of the causes of
Our Folk being led down Suicide Rd. and how to change it by burying Folk Traitor rulers ( If not too late ) to turn Our Folk from the edge of extinction then let aliens bury the
fools who have Patriots hunted, jailed, tortured, killed for trying to warn Our Folk via e.g. “Our Voice” which as other Brit media is banned by Folk Traitors from libraries,
shops, etc. that boast AntiBrit African, Asian, Jewish etc. media
Please send ads and donations as all payments to our cause by recorded post to F.P. WALSH PPPP, PO BOX 38003, LONDON SW19 6XQ, BRITAIN. A SAE included or over £15
donation will be acknowledged so any donater can know it has gone into a bank account and not in anybody’s pocket they will also by a SAE request will get from us each c. Apr.
and Oct. a full account of the fund which will be primarily used to build our economic base to be run as humanely efficient as possible by our folk employed at the social average
rates with the top paid getting no more than 15% above our employeds’ average to with the help of our best possible supported volunteers work to have the power to help our
cause’s £14 ( £7. OAP ETC.) per year registered members and when able non members to have kin ethnic staffed Safe Refuges and Nursing etc. homes ( Any donated or reasonable
rented properties will be welcomed ) plus for LEGAL AID AND FAMILY HELP IF ARRESTED, JAILED ETC. FOR FIGHTING FOR OUR FOLK’S FREEDOM AND PREVENTION FROM EXTINCTION
ETC. IN OUR HOLY FIGHT TO DEATH STRUGGLE TO WIN BACK AND FOREVER KEEP OUR FOREBEARS’ WROUGHT AND FOUGHT FOR LAND IN THIS OUR BATTLE FOR BRITAIN IN
MEMORY OF THOSE WHO HAVE FOUGHT AND DIED IN BATTLES OF BRITAIN

PROUD TO FIGHT TO BE AND KEEP FREE FOREVER LIVE OUR FOLK HAIL OUR VICTORY SKOL! CM FPW

Help to Spread Our World Wide Web:- www.ab4ps.com

